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Abstract
We present a superspace formulation of N = 1 eleven-dimensional
supergravity with no manifest local Lorentz covariance, which we call telepar-
allel superspace. This formulation will be of great importance, when we deal
with other supergravity theories in dimensions higher than eleven dimensions,
or a possible formulation of noncommutative supergravity. As an illustra-
tive example, we apply our teleparallel superspace formulation to the case of
N = 1 supergravity in twelve-dimensions. We also show the advantage of
teleparallel superspace as backgrounds for supermembrane action.
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1. Introduction
Local Lorentz covariance is usually taken for granted in the conventional supergravity
theories [1][2], starting with the N = 1 supergravity in four dimensions (4D)2 [3], up
to the N = 1 supergravity in 11D [4][5]. However, the recent developments in higher
dimensional supergravity in D  12 [6], or of an N = 2 supergravity theory [7][8]
motivate formulations in which the local Lorentz symmetry is not manifest. As a matter of
fact, in the consideration of generalized algebra called M-algebra [9] for M-theory [10], the
manifest Lorentz covariance is not crucial, but is realized only as hidden symmetry in terms
of composite connections. We call such superspace, in which no local Lorentz symmetry is
manifest, ‘teleparallel superspace’.3
In conventional supergravity theories, there has been no strong motivation of teleparal-
lelism formulation. This is because in component formulation of conventional supergravity,
the local Lorentz covariance is manifest from the outset anyway, and moreover, there is no
strong reason to consider its explicit breakings4, because of the need of local Lorentz covari-
ance for removing unwanted ghosts in the system. This situation in component turns out to
be similar in superspace formulations [11].5 As such, there has been so far no spectacular
development for teleparallel supergravity, until the recent construction of higher-dimensional
supergravity in D  12 with no manifest Lorentz covariance [6][7][8]. Even though these
higher-dimensional supergravity theories have no built-in local Lorentz covariance, they have
become important nowadays, motivated also by M-theory [10] and F-theory [12], or S-theory
[13], and so forth.
Another important motivation of considering the lack of manifest Lorentz covariance is
associated with the recent development of noncommutative geometry, in which the intro-
duction of ‘constant tensor’  explicitly breaks Lorentz covariance [14]. For example,
in a recent paper [15] we have shown that teleparallel gravity can be the foundation of
noncommutative gravity, in order to delete the undesirable negative energy ghosts in the
antisymmetric component B in the complex metric g in the Lorentz covariant formu-
lation [16]. From the viewpoint that the existence of the constant tensor  already breaks
the Lorentz symmetry, it is even imperative to consider the supersymmetric extension, i.e.,
teleparallel supergravity.
In this paper we present a teleparallel superspace formulation with a consistent set of
2We also use the notation D = 4 such as in D = 4, N = 1 supergravity.
3We adopt this terminology for superspace, in which local Lorentz covariance is not manifest, even if it is
not explicitly broken. In this sense, our terminology covers a wider set of formulations in superspace. This
formulation is also similar to the superspace for D = 4, N = 1 supergravity in [11].
4See, e.g., subsection 1.5 of ref. [1].
5Some superspace formulation in 4D in this direction was presented in [11], using only the torsion su-
perfield with no curvature superfields, in order to reduce possible counter-terms for renormalizability of
supergravity.
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superspace constraints for Bianchi identities, together with the physical supereld equa-
tions. We also couple this background to supermembrane action, and conrm its fermionic
 -symmetry. Interestingly, we nd that the fermionic  -symmetry becomes even simpler
and more natural in the teleparallel superspace formulation. Such a formulation will be of
great importance when we deal with higher dimensional supergravity [6][7][8] in which the
local Lorentz symmetry is not manifest. As an illustrative example, we describe how to
reformulate N = 1 superspace supergravity in 12D [6][8] in teleparallel superspace.
2. Notational Preliminaries
Before giving our constraints, we rst set up our notations, which are conceptually dier-
ent from the conventional supergravity. Our superspace covariant derivative EA is simply
dened by
EA  EAM@M ; (2:1)
with no term for Lorentz connection A b
c [2]. Relevantly, the anholonomy coecients
CAB
C are dened by
CAB
C  (EbdAEB)M)EM C ; (2:2)
with no explicit Lorentz connection here, either. Similarly, the supereld strength FABCD is
dened by
FABCD  16EbdAABCD) − 14CbdABjEAEjCD) : (2:3)
with no Lorentz connection. Accordingly, the superspace Bianchi identities are only C - and
F -types:
EbdACBC)D − CbdABjECEjC)D  0 ; (2:4)
1
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EbdAFBCDE) − 112CbdABjF FF jCDE)  0 : (2:5)
We sometimes refer them respectively as (ABC; D) - and (ABCDE) -type Bianchi identities.
Even though we do not give a detailed computation, the l.h.s. of both (2.4) and (2.5) are
covariant under the following local Lorentz transformation with the parameter ab [2],



















where (2.6b) follows from (2.6a). The local Lorentz covariance of the l.h.s. of (2.4) and (2.5) is
conrmed by the mutual cancellations of terms generated by the local Lorentz transformation
(2.6). To put it dierently, the local Lorentz symmetry is a ‘hidden’ symmetry in this
formulation.
Accordingly, the Ricci tensor component Rab() in the conventional superspace can be
re-expressed in terms of the anholonomy coecients by















Cc(ab)Cc − 14CcdaCcdb ; (2:7)
Here Ca  Cabb is the vectorial component of Cabc. Note that (2.7) is an equality only
to understand the total local Lorentz covariance, because the l.h.s. makes sense only in the
conventional superspace with the explicit Lorentz connection, while the r.h.s. in terms of
the anholonomy coecients is useful only in our teleparallel superspace. In other words, we
should not use such expressions as the l.h.s. of (2.7) in our teleparallelism. Interestingly,
the antisymmetric component Rbdabce is shown to vanish identically due to the (abc; c) -type
Bianchi identity:
Rbdabce = −EbdaCbce − EcCabc + CabcCc − CbdajcγCγjbcec  0 ; (2:8)
therefore (2.6) has eectively only the symmetric component in R(ab).
3. Constraints and Superfield Equations
There are basically two methods to x superspace constraints for our teleparallel super-
space. The rst method is to use the relationships between the torsion superelds in the
conventional superspace and the teleparallel superspace, and another way is the direct way,
writing down all the possible term with unknown coecients to be xed by the satisfac-
tions of all the Bianchi identities (2.1) and (2.2). Both of these methods give the following
consistent set of constraints:
C











bc = −Ccb ; (3:1c)
Cb






















ECbcd = +EbdbjCjcced + CbdbjCjcced + CbdbjeCejcced − i(γdCbc) + CbceCed ; (3:1f)
EFbcde = −18(γbdbcCdece) + 16CbdbjfFf jcdece ; (3:1g)
EγCab
 = +EbdajCγjbce + CabeCeγ + CabCγ + CγbdajeCejbce + CγbdajCjbce : (3:1h)
We sometimes use the symbol Fbd4ce for quantities with totally antisymmetric bosonic indices
to save space, namely Fbd4ce is equivalent to Fabcd. Eq. (3.1a) through (3.1e) satisfy the
Bianchi identities of the engineering dimensions d = 0; 1=2 and d = 2, while (3.1f) through
(3.1h) are from d = 3=2 and d = 2.
Let now us give some remarks about these constraints. Note rst that even though the
particular component Cb
c remains in many of these constraints, it is recombined to form a
locally Lorentz covariant expression in the physical supereld equations to be seen later. As
was mentioned, even though there is the second direct method to obtain these constraints, it
is easier to use the rst method using the relationships between the conventional superspace
and our teleparallel superspace. For example, a set of superspace constraints for torsion




Tabc = Cabc − bdabcec = 0 () abc = 12(Cabc − Cacb − Cbca) ; (3:2b)
Tb
c = Cb








γj)de = 0 =) Cγ = −14(γde)(jγj)de ; (3:2d)
Tb
γ = Cb




For example, from (3.11) we see that we can impose the condition that the symmetric
component in C
cd is zero as in (3.1c). Therefore if we adopt essentially the same constraints
for the conventional superspace as in [5][17], we see that C
c is exactly the same as T
c as
in (3.1) from (3.2), abc is completely expressed in terms of Cabc as in (3.10) as usual,
Cb
γ is expressed in terms of Fbd4ce and Cabc as in (3.1e) via (3.2f), Cγ is expressed
in terms of Cb
c, while Cab
γ can be regarded as the supereld strength in our superspace,
equivalent to Tab
γ in the conventional superspace.
Once we comprehend these correspondences, the satisfaction of all the Bianchi identities
(2.4) and (2.5) is clear. However, we can also conrm all the Bianchi identities by the usual
direct computation.
Prepared with these constraints, we can also get the supereld equations from the d =
3=2 and d = 2 Bianchi identities, as
i(γb)Cab

























CdebdaFbccede − 12CdFabcd + 1576abcbd4cebd4ce
′
Fbd4ceFbd4ce′ = 0 : (3:3c)
Eqs. (3.3a), (3.3b) and (3.3c) are respectively the gravitino, gravitational and F -supereld
equations. The EC; C2, and Cac
γCγb
c -terms6 in the rst two lines in (3.3b) are all
arranged themselves to be equivalent to the Ricci tensor (2.7) in the conventional super-
space, and therefore the total expression (3.3b) is local Lorentz covariant. This explains
also why the Cac
γCγb
c -term is needed in there. As usual in any 11D superspace formula-
tion, the gravitino supereld equation (3.15) is obtained by the (aγ; ) -Bianchi identity
at d = 3=2, while the gravitational supereld equation (3.3b) is obtained by the spinorial
derivative (γc)γEγ [ i(γ
a)Cab
 ] = 0, and similarly the F -eld equation (3.3c) is from
(γbdabj)
E[ i(γ
d)γCjccedγ ] = 0. The last two are also based on the constraints (3.1g) and
(3.1h). Recall that all the terms antisymmetric in bdabce in (3.3b) vanish identically due to
(2.8).
4. Couplings to Supermembranes
Once our superspace has been established, our next natural step is to consider its cou-
plings to supermembrane, in particular with fermionic symmetries.
Our total action for supermembrane theory is the same as that in the conventional one:























As usual, we have i
A  (@iZM)EM A, and the indices i; j;  = 0; 1; 2 are for the 3D
world-volume for supermembrane.
In the conventional formulation, we need to vary i
A under the general transformations
EA  (ZM)EM A. In our teleparallel superspace, this variation is given by
i
A = @i(E
A)− iB(EC)CCBA : (4:4)
Note that there is no Lorentz connection Ab
c explicitly involved in here, as is usually the
case with our teleparallel superspace. On the other hand, in the conventional superspace




A = ri(EA)−iB (EC)(TCBA + CBA ) ; (4:5)
where ri(EA)  @i(EA)+(1=2)iBBcd(Mdc)AD(ED), with the explicit Lorentz connec-
tion Ab
c. The explicit Lorentz connection term in (4.5), which looks in a sense unnatural,
automatically decouples from the variation of the total action, due to E
a = 0 for the
fermionic  -transformation [18]. In our teleparallel superspace, on the other hand, the
Lorentz connection term is absent from the outset, and there is no need for such a rearrange-
ment.
Once this subtlety is claried, the conrmation of fermionic  -invariance [18] of our
action: I = 0 under the transformation
E
 = (I + Γ)
 ; (4:6)
E







c (γabc) ; (4:8)
becomes straightforward. Here Γ satises the following usual relationships under the
embedding condition gij = i
aja equivalent to the gij -eld equation:




p−g iaγa ; (4:9)
To summarize our supermembrane couplings, the fermionic  -transformation becomes
simpler and more natural in our teleparallel superspace, where there is no need of explicit
Lorentz connection terms. We regard this feature as one of the advantages of considering
teleparallelism in superspace formulation, as well as the rst signal of the naturalness of
teleparallel superspace for the couplings to supermembrane.
5. Supergravity in 12D as an Example
Once we have established the teleparallel formulation of superspace, the next natural
step is to apply it to supergravity theories, in particular, to higher-dimensional supergravity
in which Lorentz covariance is not built-in [6][7][8]. In this paper, we give the case of
N = 1 supergravity in 12D [6][8] as an illustrative example.
We review rst the non-teleparallel formulation of N = 1 supergravity in 12D [6][8] with
important relationships. The most crucial ones is the denitions of the null-vectors ma and
na:
(na) =
( (0) (1)    (9) (11) (12)
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As in [6][8], we use the indices a; b;  = (0);: (1); ; (9):; (10); (11) with parentheses for local
Lorentz indices. Only in this section, we adopt the signature (−; +; +;    ; +;−) in order
to comply with the notation in [6][8]. We can also use the light-cone coordinates V 
1p
2
(V(11)V(12)). Relevantly, we have nana = mama = 0 ; mana = m+n+ = m−n− = +1.7
Other important quantities are the projection operators P"; P#; P"# dened by
P"  +12n=m= = +12γ+γ− ; P#  +12m=n= = +12γ−γ+ ; (5:2a)
P"P" = +P" ; P#P# = +P# ; P" + P# = +I ; P"P# = P#P" = 0 ; (5:2b)
P"#  P" − P# = γ+− : (5:2c)










= −(m= ) .

; (P") = −(P#); (P"#)
= +(P"#). In supergravity in 12D, we can dene the Lorentz generators formally as [6][8]
(M˜ab)cd  +˜ bdac ˜ bced ; (5:3a)
(M˜ab)  + 12 (γabP")
 ; (M˜ab) .
.











j (for a = i; b = j) ,
+
+ = 1 (for a = +; b = +) ,
0 (otherwise) .
(5:4)
The Bianchi identities in the non-teleparallel superspace in 12D are [6][8]
1
2
rbdATBC)D − 12TbdABjETEjC)D − 14RbdABjef(M˜f e)jC)D  0 ; (5:5)
1
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rbdAGBCD) − 14TbdABjEGEjCD)  0 ; (5:6)
1
2
rbdARBC)de − 12TbdABjEREjC)de  0 : (5:7)
One set of solutions for constraints at mass dimensions 0  d  1 satisfying these Bianchi
identities is [6][8]
T
c = +(γcd)rd’ + (P"#)rc’ ; (5:8a)
Gc = +Tc ; (5:8b)
T
γ = +(P")(jγ (γc)j)rc’− (γab) (P#γa)γrb’ ; (5:8c)
r = + (γc)rc’ ; (5:8d)

















rc− (γc) .rc’ ; (5:8e)
Gγ = 0 ; Tb
c = 0 ; Tb
γ = 0 ; Gbc = 0 ; (5:8f)
Tab
c = −Gabc ; (5:8g)
where ra’ and ra’˜ respectively satisfy the properties of na and ma in (5.1), under
the extra constraints
r’ = r’˜ = 0 ; (ra’)2 = (ra’˜)2 = 0 ; (ra’)(ra’˜) = 1 ; (5:9a)
rarb’ = rarb’˜ = 0 : (5:9b)
Here the underlined spinorial indices ; ;  represent both dotted and undotted spinors:
  (; .);   (;
.
); [6][8].
We have also extra constraints to delete some extra components of relevant superelds
[6][8]:
TAB
crc’ = 0 ; GABcrc’ = 0 ; TaBCra’ = 0 ; (5:10a)
RABc
drd’ = 0 ; RaBcdra’ = 0 ; (5:10b)
(ra’)ra = 0 ; (ra’)ra .






rc’˜ = 0 ; Tabγ(γd)γ
.
rd’˜ = 0 ; (5:10d)
Ab
crc’ = 0 ; abcra’ = 0 : (5:10e)
As has been stated in [6], these constraints will not delete all the extra components in 12D,
and this is the non-trivial part of higher-dimensional supergravity [8].
We now consider the reformulation of teleparallel superspace of this N = 1 supergravity
in 12D [6][8]. In the non-teleparallel case, we had the supercurvature Bianchi identity (5.8)
due to the existence of Lorentz connection Ab
c. Moreover, we had to conrm the consistency
of this R -Bianchi identity (5.7) with other T and G -Bianchi identities (5.5) and (5.6)
[6]. However, in the present teleparallel superspace, we do not have the R -Bianchi identity.
Instead we have only two Bianchi identities corresponding to (5.5) and (5.6):
EbdACBC)D − CbdABjECEjC)D  0 ; (5:11)
1
6
EbdAGBCD) − 14CbdABjFGF jCD)  0 : (5:12)
The disappearance of the R -Bianchi identity is the rst advantage for our teleparallel
formulation for 12D supergravity, in which Lorentz covariance is not built-in o-shell from
the outset. For example, even though the null-vectors ma and na are replaced by more
Lorentz ‘covariant’ gradients of scalar superelds in (5.9), these scalar superelds satisfy all
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the properties (5.1) only ‘on-shell’ as extra constraints, and therefore this formulation still
has the drawback of lacking Lorentz covariance at the o-shell level. This gives a natural
justication of considering teleparallel superspace formulation with no manifest local Lorentz
covariance from the outset.
A set of constraints at mass dimensions 0  d  1, satisfying the Bianchi identities
(5.11) and (5.12) can be obtained in a way similar to (3.2). Namely, we rst write down the
relationships between the supertorsion TAB
C , anholonomy coecients CAB
C , and Lorentz
connection Ab
c, i.e., TAB
C  CABC + (1=2)bdAjde(M˜ed)jB)C , and next we solve this for
Ab
c. Afterwards, we treat the anholonomy coecients Cab
c and Cb
c as independent su-
perelds. The most important ‘bridge’ relationships between the non-teleparallel superspace
and teleparallel superspace are








Compared with conventional superspace formulations [2], the last extra terms in these
equations reflect the Lorentz non-covariance in our 12D. At rst glance, these extra terms
seem to cause a problem, we can not get closed forms for b
c or ab
c. However, it does
not matter in practice, because the extra terms in (5.13a,b) do not enter the combination
Ad
e(M˜ed)BC eectively, as can be easily conrmed under the denition of M˜ in (5.3).
After all of these, we get the set of constraints from (5.8) as
C
c = +(γcd) Ed’ + (P"#) E
c’ ; (5:14a)
Gc = +Cc ; (5:14b)
C
γ = +(P")(jγ (γc)j) Ec’− (γab) (P#γa)γ Eb’ + 14(γdeP")(jγCj)de ; (5:14c)
E = + (γ






































d − Ccad + Cdca + Cdac)Eb’ : (5:14h)
To be consistent within our teleparallel superspace, we use Ea’; Ea’˜ instead of ra’; ra’˜ .
However, they are actually the same, so that (5.9) is replaced by
E’ = E’˜ = 0 ; (Ea’)
2 = (Ea’˜)
2 = 0 ; (Ea’)(E
a’˜) = 1 ; (5:15a)
Ea(Eb’) = Ea(Eb’˜) = 0 : (5:15b)
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Compared with the non-teleparallel case (5.8), the last terms in (5.14c) and (5.14e) are
new ones, coming from the substitutions of (5.13a) for the Lorentz connection in the non-
teleparallel equations. Eq. (5.14g) is also new here, because Tb
γ = 0 in (5.8f), but
generated by the substitution of (5.13b). Eq. (5.14h) is another new one needed to satisfy the
(c; d) and (γ; ) -type Bianchi identities at d = 1. This is also because the supereld
Cb
c is treated as an independent supereld in our teleparallel superspace, similarly to the
11D case in (3.1e).
The extra constraints in our teleparallel superspace, corresponding to (5.10) are
CAB
cEc’ = 0 ; GABcE
c’ = 0 ; CaB
CEa’ = 0 ; (5:16a)
(Ea’)Ea = 0 ; (E
a’)Ea .






Ec’˜ = 0 ; Cab
γ(γd)γ
.
 Ed’˜ = 0 : (5:16c)
Needless to say, there is no constraints involving the curvature tensor or the Lorentz con-
nection, such as (5.10b) or (5.10e).
Our constraints above can be derived from the non-teleparallel system [6][8], but we can
independently conrm the satisfaction of Bianchi identities (5.11) and (5.12) at 0  d  1.
In this connection, useful relationships are
Cb
c Ec’˜ = 0 ; (5:17a)
(Cabc − Cacb − Cbca + Gabc)Ec’˜ = 0 ; (5:17b)
which are needed for conrming the (ab) and (c; d) -type Bianchi identities at d = 1.
Note that Ea’˜ is used here instead of Ea’. These constraints are not additional ones, but
are just necessary conditions of (5.13).
We can mimic this procedure in other supergravity formulations in higher-dimensions in
D  12 [6][7][8], but we skip their details in this paper.
6. Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have presented a new formulation of superspace in which local Lorentz
covariance is not manifest. We have set up all the necessary superspace constraints, and
derived all the supereld equations as a result of satisfaction of all the Bianchi identities.
There seems to be no fundamental obstruction for such a formulation in superspace.
The possibility of supergravity formulations in component that lack manifest local
Lorentz covariance has been already known for some time. For example, in subsection
1.5 in [1], a component formulation using only torsions with no use of curvature tensors
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is mentioned as ‘flat supergravity with torsion’. In this Letter, we have conrmed similar
formulation is also possible in superspace for D = 11; N = 1 supergravity.
The important ingredients we have found in our work are summarized as follows: First,
we have found that all the superspace constraints and supereld equations are re-formulated
completely in terms of anholonomy coecients CAB
C with no explicit usage of the Lorentz
connection, as a parallel result to component formulation [1]. Second, we have found that
the particular anholonomy coecient component Cb
c is to be treated as an independent
supereld, because all the Bianchi identities are satised for any arbitrary form of Cb
c.
Third, this particular component is eventually combined with Cabc to form locally Lorentz
covariant terms, such as the Ricci tensor combination (2.7), in our supereld equations.
Fourth, we have found that this teleparallel superspace has no problem with the fermionic
 -symmetry of supermembranes, or it has even simpler and more natural results. Fifth, the
teleparallel formulation is possible not only in 11D, but also in other dimensions. As an
explicit example, we have applied this formulation to D = 12; N = 1 supergravity [6][8].
Our teleparallel superspace formulation will be of great importance, when considering
supergravities in higher-dimensions given in [6][7][8], in which Lorentz covariance is not
built-in from the outset. As an illustrative example, we have re-formulated D = 12; N =
1 superspace supergravity [6][8] in terms of teleparallel superspace. We have found there are
‘bridge’ relationships (5.13), that give important links between the original non-teleparallel
superspace [6][8] and our present teleparallel superspace. It is also important that the second
terms in (5.12) will not enter the combination Ad
e(M˜ed)BC . Therefore the lack of closed
forms for ab
c or b
c will not matter in practice to derive the set of constraints for
teleparallel superspace. We expect that this basic structure is common to other higher-
dimensional supergravities in D  12 [7][8].
The fact that the fermionic  -symmetry of supermembrane in the Green-Schwarz for-
mulation is simplied in teleparallel superspace indicates something deeper in general su-
pergravity backgrounds for extended objects. It seems that the local Lorentz symmetry is
not crucial even in conventional supergravity, not to mention higher-dimensional ones in
12D [6][7] related to F-theory [12] or 13D [8] related to S-theory [13]. In other words, when
we need to study non-perturbative nature of M-theory [10], F-theory [12], S-theory [13], or
higher-dimensional theories, local Lorentz symmetry is not the dominating symmetry, like
the case of the original superstring theory formulated in the light-cone gauge [18]. As a
matter of fact, there are other examples of this kind for superstring physics, e.g., in ref. [19],
null-vectors for constraints in superspace for Green-Schwarz  -model  -functions were in-
troduced. It seems that the loss of Lorentz symmetry in the Green-Schwarz formulation is
inherent in superstring theories, which were originally formulated in the light-cone gauge. It
is not surprising that this feature of superstring theories pops up in M-theory [10], F-theory
12
[12], S-theory [13], or other higher-dimensional and more fundamental theories. As some
readers have already noticed, another important supporting fact is the recent development
of noncommutative geometry [14] associated with D-branes, in which the constant tensor
 breaks the Lorentz covariance. These recent developments give more than enough
motivation to consider teleparallel supergravity formulation in superspace.
Our result of teleparallel superspace in this paper is directly applicable to other conven-
tional supergravity theories in other dimensions. Now that we have at hand the explicit
example of teleparallel superspace applied to non-teleparallel D = 12; N = 1 superspace
[6][8] an application, it is much easier to repeat similar analyses in other supergravity theories
in higher-dimensions in D  12 [6][7][8] as well as lower-dimensions D  10.
We are grateful to W. Siegel for helpful discussions.
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